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Mobile: (009647717826933) or (009647813147088) 

E-mail: alialfdly1988@yahoo.com 

Marital status: married  

Citizenship: Iraqi  

Place & Date of Birth: Iraq – Basrah21/09/1988 (27 years old) 

Languages: Arabic (Mother Tongue), English 

Address: Iraq-Basrah-Al Twisa 

 

Education  
2006-2010  B.Tech in fuel and energy from Basra technical college. 

 

2012-2014 M.Tech “Master Degree” in Mechanical engineering 
“Thermal engg.”..My Thesis subject was “OPTIMIZATION 

ANDPERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF AN EXISTING 

CRUDE OIL DISTILLATION SYSTEM"From Sam  
HigginBottomIndia. 

-I publicate the thesis international journal of advanced research in 
engineering and technology (IJART) 

Volume 5, Issue 4, April (2014), pp. 94-102 

© IAEME: www.iaeme.com/ijaret.asp 

Journal Impact Factor (2014): 7.8273 (Calculated by GISI) 

www.jifactor.com 
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Objective:  

Seeking a position to utilize my skills and abilities in mechanicalEngineering that offers 

professional growth while being resourceful, innovative and flexible in skills. 

 

Working Experience: 

 

Currently works as HSE manager for Iraqi local company "Bawabet 

Al.Basra " from 15 - October -2014 .  

 

 

-“WEIR OIL & GAS”company as CUSTOMER SERVICE 

ENGINEER “SALES ENGINEER”  

 

Halliburton company 
1. Working with Halliburton Worldwide Limited for two years (2010-2012) in HCT department 

(completion and service tool) 

 

2. I have good experience with running mechanical setting tool (packers, bridge plugs and drillable 

tool with E line, squeeze cementing and all calculation needed  

3.Solving problems during operations (kick, stuck, losses) 

4. General oil fieldsexperience (tools, equipments, safety) 

 

Halliburton training programs  

1. HES Safety Training                                                              

2. HES Training ( HMS)                                      

3. Personal Protective Equipment 

4. Explosive Awareness 

5. Radiation Awareness 

6. First Aid 

7. H2S awareness 

Defensive Driving course  

Driving license from Halliburton company for light vehicles . 

Crane safety and heavy moving equipments. 

 

 

 

 



 

**Training in Halliburton company in USA “DALLAS, TAXAS”  for three 

months(March-June) 2012. The training program was about all the service tools such as 

(RBP,RTTS,EZSV,TANDEM TOOLS,CHAMP PACKERS ) running and redressing 

these tools in the work shop and get them ready for the job. 

 

*Completion tools running such as (PHL, PPH) packers  

*Inspection for the tool and setting them with the calculation of the depths and the process 

of setting. 

 

 

 

 

 

Relevant Skills and Accomplishments  

 *Experienced in oilfield math and down-hole knowledge. 

 *Excellent working knowledge of multi-tasking scenarios. 

 *Outstanding people skills essential for making logistical contacts. 

*Good attention to Details, Taking care of the equipment before and after the job.  

*Running Service and Completion Tools in Iraq for BP, ENI, Mobile in  Berjisia ,Rumaila and West 

Qurna oil fields. 

 *Running SSV`s and PHL hydraulic set retrievable packers. 

*Running Tandem Job (RTTS +RBP) for squeeze, Testing, Fracturing, Acidizing, 

Swabbing and Redressing down- hole tools. 

*Running CHAMP packer for Squeeze, Testing, Fracturing, Acidizing, Swabbing. 

               *RunningEZSV for Squeeze. 

*Shop-related work, redress, tracking tools that are required for the customer. 

*Running  RTTS + Circulating Valve for Acidizing the formation. 

 

*Show leadership inside the working area with taking care of the paper working for the 

job such as (safety meeting before the job starts, writingthe job log in details, HOC cards 

for the safety environment and rig area) 

 

 



BP - Training "2014 - 2015 " 

     -HSE induction 

-DDT 

-PA "Performing authority " 

-Working at height awareness. 

 

 

 

Al.Asharcompany 

 

I was working with  Al.Ashar company “Pipe fitting and Mechanical equipment 

company” for 2 years while I was student “2008-2010” and I have different duties : 

 

1-Checking the projects maps and supply the customer with the right type of pipes /fitting 

required . 

 

2-Manage the transportation of the materials from the company storages to the working 

site . 

 

3-Checking the testing /material certificate of the materials before sending them to the 

location . 

 

4-Direct contact with customer to check the quality of the job . 

 

5-Get contact with the crane drivers and Truck drives to make sure they are doing the job 

perfectly and with no injures.  

 

Applications  
1. Microsoft word  

2. Microsoft Excel  

3. Microsoft PowerPoint  

4. Outlook Express  

5.Audio Programs  

6. HYSYS program “Petrochemical program” for stimulation oil environment and  

products analysis and calculation . 

 

Hobbies Collects more information about computer and programs, Bodybuilding , 

traveling, Reading mechanical and designing books,Movies and western songs. 


